
 

Malayalam sukranthi is a popular and traditional festival celebrated the Tamil month of Karthigai (November - December). It is
believed that malayalam sukranthi will help you win your love back. One such example of Malayalamsukranthi is laila majnu
love story in malayalam pdf 51. Laila Majnu story has been loved by all generations and was loved by both Krishna and Laila,
for this reason it can be invoked as a charm to win back a lover. For more information on the ritual please visit http://www.
muktithambaram.org/lailamajnu/laila-majnu-story.html Malayalam sukranthi is celebrated in all major cities of Kerala like
Thiruvananthapuram, Kottayam, Kochi, Kozhikode, Kollam & Alappuzha. The famous Malayalamukham temple, located at
Kuravilangad (Kerala), has recently started the malayalam sukranthi festival on 18 November 2013. This tradition has been
carried out since years by the priest of that temple. In recent days, this temple has become a pilgrim center for many lovers who
have been experiencing problems in their love life. Every year the priest of the temple comes out in a procession with a chariot
to a nearby temple called "Subhangi Temple", in this process he is accompanied by five elephants and dancers from the Kerala
state art institute. This procession is seen by many lovers from neighboring villages and towns. After reaching the Subhagangi
temple, he performs pooja at the place. These poojas are specially performed for Laila & Majnu story lovers, due to its spiritual
significance which will help you get your love back. After the pooja is completed, the priest arranges for rituals like hugging of
an elephant, this is to ensure that your love life will be successful in future. After this is done the 'Ponnum Vazhipadu' (offering
flowers in return for blessing) is offered to Laila majnu. One special thing about this ritual is that only the Nair community
people are allowed to have this offer. This ritual shows how old these stories are, since Nair community was not present in
Tamilnadu until recently. In the Kerala state "Kauniyamma" is a popular goddess, who is related to love. There have been many
myths behind her origin and this might have been the reason she was chosen as a god by Laila Majnu Story lovers. The major
temple of Kanya-Makka-Mandir located in Mannanchery is considered as the abode of the Goddesses 'Kanya' & 'Makka'. Every
year during Malayalamsukranthi festival, on the day of sathyavedhi there are religious rituals related to L.M. Stories related to
this place are very famous and common, majority of people including children come here even for this festival.
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